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MaD: more assets at lower cost

How we plan to increase profit in South Africa
Individual Life

 Maintain market share by improving the client proposition, while focussing on
retention and efficiencies

Corporate

 Grow market share in mid to large schemes, while driving efficiencies

LibFin

 Improved balance sheet management through risk mitigation

STANLIB

 Grow equity market share through sustained performance and an enhanced
offering to IFAs in the HNW space

Health

 Grow Liberty Health Medical Scheme through scheme amalgamations, and
then cross-sell into consolidated customer base

Properties

 Continue to build on the current property base while offering management
and development services to 3rd parties

Short term

 Grow market share by leveraging Liberty’s distribution capabilities and
increased product lines

High net worth

 Grow market share and protect existing customer base by creating the
capacity to service HNW clients directly and through intermediaries
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How we plan to increase profit in Africa





East Africa


Kenya, Tanzania & Uganda

West Africa


Nigeria & Ghana

Southern Africa


Namibia, Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho (and possibly
Angola, Zambia & Zimbabwe in the future)

 Secure leading position in East Africa through CfC and UAP transactions

 Enter Nigeria off the back of Health and general insurance…seek
alternative opportunities that allow entry with scale
 Consolidate Namibia and Botswana in Southern region and leverage

Standard Bank relationship
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Liberty is still playing catch-up
2006

2008

Life (on balance sheet)
Asset management (off
balance sheet)
LISP (open architecture
platforms)
Short term insurance
Healthcare
HNW*
Geographic
Diversification

* Includes bespoke asset management, broking, private
equity, trusts and estates, private banking

Significant presence
Minor presence

Very small or no
presence
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While we have broadened our wealth offering over the past
year, several gaps remain
Liberty

Individual Life

Corporate

STANLIB

Health
Product
houses

LibFin

Short term

Property

HNW

Intermediated

Bancassurance

Direct

Distribution

South Africa

Africa

Other growth markets

Geographies

LibFin

GPS

People

Stakeholder
Management

Support
services
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Short-term insurance supports the Liberty vision – why?

Earlier touch
point in life
cycle
improves client
value
management

Optimises
balance sheet
by
aggregating
insurance
risk

Complements
wealth
product
offering
Supports
geographic
expansion
plans
Short-term
insurance in
the Liberty
wealth vision

Leverages core
capability of
underwriting
risk

Supports
recently
Supports
objective
approved
of owning the
direct
wealth
space
financial
services
model
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The HNW segment requires a bundled set of products and solutions
Investment
management
• Bespoke asset
management
• Stock broking
• Hedge funds
• Property investment
(listed & unlisted)
• Structured &
alternative products

Re-insurance

Life Risk

• Life risk
• Travel & catastrophe
(morbidity, mortality • Specialised cover
& disease)
• Disability

Corporate

Services &
Consulting

Health

Short term

•
•
•
•

Trusts & wills
Estate planning
Advice
Tax planning

Enabling
technology, business
& platforms
• Wraps

Wealth dependent
bank services
• Transactional
banking
• Credit card
• Credit extension
• Segmentation &
customer knowledge
• E-commerce front
end (e.g. ATMs)
• On-line trading
platform
• Employee share
ownership plans

Specialised lending
• Investment linked
repayment option
• Marginal lending
• Securitised lending
• Pension backed
lending
• Policy loans

Without a cohesive offering, Liberty will not be able to service
top-end clients.
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A focused wealth management strategy has obvious
advantages for the broader Group

Consolidates and
focuses Group
expertise

Creates consolidated
solutions which
increases influence
in distribution
channels

Creates stakeholder
clarity

Focussed Group
wealth management
strategy
Creates solutions to
defend maturing
customer bases

Creates revenue and
cost opportunities
Creates
management
accountability and
line of sight
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The way forward


Complete the Liberty Group restructuring under a non-regulated holding
company



Continue to diversify away from an over-reliance on SA life assurance



Focus on strengthening our existing businesses in order to:


Entrench position in current markets



Fund expansion into new markets



Review short term and HNW initiations with Standard Bank



Re-negotiate Bancassurance initiatives



Expand into new markets

The creation of a distinctive and compelling Pan-African and emerging
markets wealth business

